
5.56/45mm 
 
The 5.56×45mm NATO (official NATO nomenclature 5.56 NATO) is a rifle cartridge 
developed in the United States and originally chambered in the M16 rifle. 
Under STANAG 4172, it is a standard cartridge for NATO forces as well as many 
non-NATO countries. It is derived from, but not identical to, the .223 Remington 
cartridge.  
 
When the bullet impacts at high velocity and yaws in tissue, fragmentation creates a 
rapid transfer of energy which can result in dramatic wounding effects. 
 

Criticism 

There has been much criticism of the poor performance of the bullet on target, especially the 
first-shot kill rate when the muzzle velocity of the firearms used and the downrange bullet 
deceleration do not achieve the minimally required terminal velocity at the target to cause 
fragmentation.[19] This wounding problem has been cited in incidents beginning in the first 
Gulf war, Somalia, and in the current conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan. In recent lab testing 
of M855, it has been shown that the bullets do not fragment reliably or consistently from 
round-to-round, displaying widely variable performance. In several cases, yawing did not 
begin until 7–10 in of penetration. This was with all rounds coming from the same 
manufacturer.[19] This lack of wounding capacity typically becomes an increasingly 
significant issue as range increases (e.g., ranges over 50 m when using an M4 or 200 m when 
using an M16) or when penetrating heavy clothing, but this problem is compounded in 
shorter-barreled weapons. The 14.5 inches (37 cm) barrel of the U.S. military's M4 carbine 
generates considerably less initial velocity than the longer 20" barrel found on the M16, and 
terminal performance can be a particular problem with the M4. 

Combat operations the past few months have again highlighted terminal performance 
deficiencies with 5.56×45mm 62 gr. M855 FMJ. These problems have primarily been 
manifested as inadequate incapacitation of enemy forces despite them being hit multiple times 
by M855 bullets. These failures appear to be associated with the bullets exiting the body of 
the enemy soldier without yawing or fragmenting. 

This failure to yaw and fragment can be caused by reduced impact velocities as when fired 
from short barrel weapons or when the range increases. It can also occur when the bullets pass 
through only minimal tissue, such as a limb or the torso of a thin, small statured individual, as 
the bullet may exit the body before it has a chance to yaw and fragment. In addition, bullets of 
the SS109/M855 type are manufactured by many countries in numerous production plants. 
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 Pistol (Z88/Beretta) Rifle (R5) Rifle (R1) 
Calibrer 9/19mm 5,56/45mm 7.62/51mm 
Muzzle velocity 400 m/s 960 m/s 830 m/s 
Projectile weight 7 to 8 g (115 to 124 

grain) 
3,5g 9g 

Accuracy till 50m 
100m still effective 
200m exceptional 

300m accurate 
500m still effective 
800m exceptional 

500m accurate 
800m still effective 
1200m exceptional 

Magazine capacity 15 30 20 
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